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Applying a Quality Lens to Case Reports in Anesthesia 

Introduction 

• Evidence-based medicine uses a hierarchy of 

evidence (Figure 1) which stratifies literature based 

on level of critical appraisal  

• Case reports are influential in anesthesia medical 

literature, but are lower on the hierarchy in part 

because they lack a standardization framework 

• Case Report (CARE) guidelines, introduced in 

2013, consist of a 30-item checklist providing 

framework for publishing case reports (Figure 3) 

• Little is known on how existing case reports in 

anesthesia score on the CARE guidelines and what 

their impact is on other sources of medical 

literature (ie: review articles, guidelines) 

 

 

• Evaluate the quality of case reports in anesthesia 

by their scores on CARE guidelines 

• Investigate bibliometirc impact of case reports on 

published anesthesia literature 

• Identify factors in case reports associated with 

high citation rates  

Discussion 

 

• Inclusion criteria: case reports published in 

Anesthesiology and Anesthesia & Analgesia 

between 2007-2012, subject matter/content focused 

on clincal anesthesia and/or pain management by 

anesthesia providers, English-only case reports 

• A total of 261 case reports were included  

• Two reviewers independently scored each case 

report against CARE guidelines 

• Inter-rater reliability assessed with Cohen’s Kappa 

• Web of Science used to identify citation frequency 

of each case report and publication type citing them 

• Adverse events in case reports evaluated using 

Anesthesia Quality Institute (AQI) adverse events 

and near miss framework 

• Relationship between AQI scores and citation 

frequency evaluated using X2 test 

Research 

Conclusions  

  • Median CARE score for case reports 20.5/30 

• Inter-rater reliability strong with Cohen’s kappa of 

0.74 

• Median citation frequency for case reports was 4 

per report, with 21% cited  greater than 10 times 

• Review articles and guidelines comprised 33% and 

3% of all citations, respectively (Fig 2)   

• 21% case reports discussed adverse event as per 

AQI framework  

• Unanticipated difficult airway significant for high 

citation frequency with P=0.0082 

 

• Case reports had a high score on CARE guidelines  

• Case reports cited often and by multiple sources of 

medical literature 

• Unanticipated difficult airway identified as 

independent factor for high citation frequency 

• Given trend toward standardization in publishing in 

medical literature, our study demonstrates a quality 

improvement opportunity for case reports with CARE 

guidelines 

• Bibliometric impact of case reports significant as 

literature often citing them are at the top of the 

hierarchy of evidence 

• Despite criticism of case reports, they remain a 

valuable source of medical literature and education 

Hypothesis & Objectives 

Methods 
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of Evidence 

Figure 3: CARE 30-item Checklist 
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